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Summary
In recent years aluminum extruded hollow profiles are increasingly used in

near-net shape manufacturing processes such as bending and hydroforming; in fact,
by applying these secondary processes, it is possible to obtain very high complex
parts, especially for the transport industry. It is known that hollow profiles obtained
by direct hot extrusion necessarily have some longitudinal welding lines (so called
seam welds) produced inside the die and it is common experience, during sec-
ondary forming processes, the appearance of early cracking in proximity of those
lines [1,2]. At the same time, the direct hot extrusion is the only process able to
produce hollow extruded profiles at low cost. The early cracking of the profiles dur-
ing secondary deformation is not a consistent effect [3]: sometimes it happens at
low strains, sometimes at high ones, thus suggesting a dependency of the phenom-
ena on extrusion parameters and in particular on die design [4]. As a consequence,
today the hollow profiles produced by direct extrusion are designed for very low-
strain forming processes or directly used in the shape determined by the extrusion
step. This greatly reduces the industrial applicability of the products, especially
regarding the possibility to adopt high-strength light-alloys for reduced-weight ve-
hicle parts. The problem of assessing the formation of seam welds in aluminium
extrusion processes is here presented. The paper reviews and discusses the applica-
tion of the principal criteria proposed in literature for seam welds characterization
[5,6,7], one of them being proposed by the authors, by implementing them into the
complete thermo-mechanical 3D finite element simulation of a specific welding ex-
periment [8]. The experiment consisted in the extrusion of an I-shaped profile with
a seam welds in the middle of its length; the die assembly was modified throughout
the experiments in order to determine different local welding conditions and, as
a result, different welding qualities on the extruded profiles, ranging from perfect
welds to completely unwelded profiles. The possibility for each adopted criterion
to clearly separate the good welds from the bad ones is investigated and the failures,
when found, were discussed. The relationship between the output of the welding
criteria and the local welding parameters, such as contact pressure, temperature,
time of contact, strain and strain rate is also analyzed, in order to evidence the
sensitivity of the method.
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